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The 20,000 Foot View
The music industry is in dire need of a genuine successor to the CD, and the download is not
it. The current debates over access versus ownership and of streaming services hurting
download sales ring true because a stream is a decent like-for-like replacement for a
download. The premium product needs to be much more than a mere download. It needs
dramatically reinventing for the digital age, built around four fundamental and inalienable
principles of being Dynamic, Interactive, Social and Curated (D.I.S.C.).
This is nothing less than an entire new music format that will enable the next generation of
music products. Products that will be radically different from their predecessors and that will
crucially be artist-specific, not store or service specific. Rights owners will have to overcome
some major licensing and commercial issues, but the stakes are high enough to warrant the
effort. At risk is the entire future of premium music products.
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Setting The Scene

Digital’s Failure To Drive a Format Replacement Cycle
Record music revenues are in disarray. Total recorded music revenues have declined by 40%
from $22.6 billion to $13.6 billion just since 2006. And things aren’t about to get any better:
revenues will decline by another 4% in 2012 to $13 billion.1 The laundry list of causes is familiar
to most (wallet share competition, piracy, end of the CD replacement cycle etc.) but one of the
apparent effects is also one of the key catalysts, namely the failure of digital services to create a
format replacement cycle. This failure is intimately tied to those other causes but it is also clear
evidence that the music industry is in dire need of a new product, a new music format that can
lay claim to being the genuine successor to the CD.

Figure 1
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Analysis
(Apparently) The Revolution Will Not Be Digitized
A whole generation of music industry executives have not known anything other than
protracted revenue contraction as the defining characteristic of their business, and they are left
scratching their heads over why digital isn’t proving to be the knight in shining armour they had
hoped for. There are a number of reasons for the current situation:
• Digital’s focus has been retail not format. The history of the modern music industry can be
mapped by format milestones: vinyl, the compact cassette, the CD, the download. Yet the
download isn’t the holistic format milestone for its age that its predecessors were. MP3 is
the ubiquitous user format but most of those files come from CD rips or grey-market sources. 2
The paid download is more of a retail mechanism than a music format (see figure one). The
focus of digital music has been on download stores and subscription services, both of which
are valid but the emphasis is on the business model rather than the format itself. The
download was a great transition technology, bridging the analogue and digital eras, now a
new format is required that fully harness the capabilities that digital presents.
• Music technology needs to seize the initiative. All previous music formats were defined by
their playback technology. Yet digital music playback technology has stopped driving format
evolution, instead focusing on the perfectly reasonable strategy of supporting the existing
music formats. Docking stations and home streaming solutions are not moving music
formats forward. Apps on smartphones and tablets are making some useful steps but what is
needed is for the technology companies themselves to throw their weight behind actual
hardware and Operating System (OS) developments also. And for that to happen they need
to have financial incentive and strategic support from rights owners.
• The downloads’ quasi-format status is dragging the market down. All of the major physical
music formats3prior to the download drove unprecedented periods of revenue prosperity
(see figure two). Crucially, each time a preceding format went into terminal decline, the new
successor format was already growing strongly. Digital was different because the transition
started outside of the formal sector, triggered not by retailers or device manufacturers but by
Napster and MP3.com. 4The record labels scrambled around trying to put those companies
out of business and failed to notice quickly enough that a consumer usage paradigm shift had
occurred.5 The record labels eventually embraced digital but their licensing strategy continues
to be characterised by caution.

The Music Consumption Landscape is Dangerously Out
of Balance
A confluence of factors have contributed to the current music format evolution
impasse, namely: Apple’s iDevice dominance; rights owner business practices; the
dominance of retail over product.6 The net result is a misbalanced music product
landscape:
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Figure 2

• Music consumption has long been defined by access versus ownership. 2011 may go down
as the year in which the cloud arrived. In truth it has been with us for some time but now
industry executives and consumers alike are becoming increasingly conversant in the debate
between ownership and access. Of course consumers have long differentiated between the
two ends of the spectrum when they have chosen between buying a CD and listening to the
radio. Digital products of both kinds though remain niche (see figure 3).
• Artist-specific spending is playing second fiddle to service-specific spending. The retail focus
of digital music strategy has had the inadvertent effect of neglecting artist-specific
experiences. Digital consumers decide between different ways to access all the (licensed)
music in the world7rather than between artists in the way that they did when CD retail
dominated. The choice is increasingly between spending $/£/€ 10 on Spotify or Rhapsody
rather than on Adele or Lady Gaga. But this strategic neglect also creates a unique digital
opportunity.
• The CD lacks an heir-apparent. With download buyer penetration in the 15%-20% range
currently there is no mainstream ownership based digital product. This means that the
eventual demise of the CD will leave a gaping hole in the music consumption
landscape unless a) the download goes mainstream (which it shows no compelling
sign of doing so) or b) a true digital heir to the CD’s legacy is created.
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Figure 3

Tapping the Ownership Opportunity
What makes the case for the ownership opportunity so compelling is not just the ability stem
the loss of recorded music revenue, but also to create a product (or products) that are
unencumbered by the cannibalization debate that haunts so many contemporary services.
Arguments over whether ad supported streaming reduces the amount consumers spend on
music products give voice to very real concerns but they also illustrate the manner in which the
current digital market competes too heavily over the same small group of consumers with
products which are not sufficiently differentiated.
However an artist-specific digital music format that is more than just a download would not only
complement access based services, it would further define their differentiation and raison
d'être. Streaming services would cater for discovery for music aficionados and for general
music consumption for casual music fans. Their role would better complement the
wider digital marketplace.
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Figure 4

The Music Format Bill Of Rights
The opportunity for the next generation of music format is of the highest order but to fulfil that
potential , lessons from the current digital music market must be learned and acted upon to
ensure mistakes are not repeated. The next generation of music format needs to be dictated by
the objective of meeting consumer needs, not rights owner business affairs teams’ T&Cs. It
must be defined by consumer experiences not by business models.
This next generation of music format will in fact both increase rights owner revenue (at an
unprecedented rate in the digital arena) and will fuel profitable businesses. But to do so
effectively, ‘the cart’ of commercial terms, rights complexities and stakeholder concerns must
follow the ‘horse’ of user experience, not lead it. This coming wave of music format must also
be grounded in a number of fundamental and inalienable principles. And so, with no further
ado, welcome to the Music Format Bill of Rights (see figure four): 8
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• Dynamic. In the physical era music formats had to be static, it was an inherent characteristic
of the model. But in the digital age in which consumers are perpetually online across a
plethora of connected devices there is no such excuse for music format stasis. The next
generation of music format must leverage connectivity to the full, to ensure that relevant
new content is dynamically pushed to the consumer, to make the product a living, breathing
entity rather than the music experience dead-end that the download currently represents.
• Interactive. Similarly the uni-directional nature of physical music formats and radio was an
unavoidable by-product of the broadcast and physical retail paradigms. Consumers
consumed. In the digital age they participate too. Not only that, they make content
experiences richer because of that participation, whether that be by helping drive
recommendations and discovery or by creating cool mash-ups. Music products must place
interactivity at their core, empowering the user to fully customize their experience. We are
in the age of Media Mass Customization, the lean-back paradigm of the analogue era has
been superseded by the lean-forward mode of the digital age. 9If music formats don’t
embrace this basic principle they will find that no one embraces them.
• Social. Music has always been social, from the Neolithic campfire to the mixtape. In the
digital context music becomes massively social. Spotify and Facebook’s partnering builds on
the important foundations laid by the likes of Last.FM and MySpace. Music services are
learning to integrate social functionality, music products must have it in their core DNA.
• Curated. One of the costs of the digital age is clutter and confusion: there is so much choice
that there is effectively no choice at all. Consumers need guiding through the bewildering
array of content, services and features. High quality, convenient, curated and context aware
experiences will be the secret sauce of the next generation of music formats. These quasiethereal elements provide the unique value that will differentiate paid from free, premium
from ad supported, legal from illegal. Digital piracy means that all content is available
somewhere for free. That fight is lost, we are inarguably in the post-content scarcity age.
But a music product that creates a uniquely programmed sequence of content, in a uniquely
constructed framework of events and contexts will create a uniquely valuable experience
that cannot be replicated simply by putting together the free pieces from illegal sources. The
sum will be much greater than its parts.

Applying the Laws of Ecosystems to Music Formats
Creating value in the post-scarcity world requires a very different approach than it did in the
analogue world. In the age of content scarcity it was possible simply to put a price tag on an
album or a single and it would sell. Now with ubiquitous availability of content it is becoming
increasingly necessary to construct something that is unique to persuade people to pay. This is
the fundamental truth that the digital world’s various ecosystems have harnessed and which
music formats need to do also: 10
• Closed ecosystems can enable value creation. Closed device ecosystems have been the
success stories of Paid Content: iTunes, xBox, Playstation, Kindle etc. Each of these
ecosystems build walls which enable their owners to create a guaranteed quality and
consistency of experience which cannot be replicated externally. This is the unique
quality which their users pay for and which encourage those same users to pay for
additional content within the confines of these ecosystems. 11
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• Music products can be ecosystems too. An ecosystem does not need its own device to exist.
As Facebook and Spotify have both shown, there are many alternative ways to create
ecosystems that can deliver similarly valuable user benefits.12To deliver upon the promise of
the Music Format Bill of Rights, music products need to embrace the principles of
ecosystems. To create closed environments in which unique experiences and contexts can
exist, and only exist there.

Figure 5

Building the Future of Premium Music Products
Post-scarcity media product strategy necessitates a complete reassessment of what constitutes
value 13
. Of course, 15% or so of consumers will still pay for downloads and a dwindling hardcore will still buy CDs. 14 But the majority of the former group do so largely because it is an
extension of their iDevice experience, and the latter group are falling like flies. The long-term
viability of music formats and products depends upon successfully leveraging the principles of
the Music Format Bill of Rights to create products that reinvent the monetary
value of music. 15
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The next generation of music formats will benefit most by leveraging the technology adoption
assets already available: smartphones, tablets and PCs (developing proprietary playback
devices for the home can wait for now). Music formats will be App-like experiences that
leverage the multimedia capabilities of the devices consumers own, and the software context of
the App to create self-contained mini-content-ecosystems based upon the D.I.S.C. principles:
• Dynamic. When a consumer buys a D.I.S.C. product it will already contain a core of content,
but as soon as the product is activated it will automatically update with all new content
created since the app was shipped and will then update automatically, continually
throughout the lifespan of the product (which will range between 12 and 24 months).
• Interactive. D.I.S.C. users will be able to fully customize their experiences and will be able to
copy preferences across from one artist to another (remember this is the next generation of
music format, not an excuse for a disconnected mass of siloed artist apps). Users will be able
to create playlists, remix, create mash ups, play games etc. But they also can opt to simply
lean back and enjoy the music.

• Social. D.I.S.C. users will be able to connect with other D.I.S.C. users within the app (again,
across all artists). They will also be able to import their Twitter and Facebook friends lists to
automatically extend their social graph into their music experiences.16 Social functionality
will also extend to artists, who should invest time participating in their D.I.S.C. communities,
whether that be inviting feedback on demos they have seeded into D.I.S.C. environments or
actually chatting in the forums.
• Curated. D.I.S.C. content will of course be pirateable, but D.I.S.C. experiences will not. The
curation of content in D.I.S.C. products will create a unique context. Someone could opt to
hunt down all of the photos, sketches, videos, narrative and music of a stream of D.I.S.C.
content but without the programming and curation of the D.I.S.C. channel it will be a
meaningless collection of unrelated artefacts. The unique value lies in the context and
curation not the content itself.

D.I.S.C. Products Will Be the Top Tier of Mainstream
Music Products
So we have seen the technical parameters of a D.I.S.C. product, but to work as premium product
that music fans will pay for, appropriate pricing, positioning and programming are crucial. D.I.S.C.
products are intended as the top tier of the mainstream music product pyramid: 17
• Priced like an album but positioned above all else. For arguments’ sake, let’s assume that
each D.I.S.C. product costs a one-off payment of $/£/€ 15. For that the consumer gets 18 or
24 months of rolling content, that includes *everything* that the artist creates over that
period and mostly before it goes anywhere else. D.I.S.C. products will have their own release
window that trumps all others. Even before a song gets played on the radio, it will
be streamed to D.I.S.C. customers first (the download can come later).
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• It’s the album Jim, but not as we know it. In early years the album will probably be the
crown jewel of the product, but freed from the straight jacket of the current album format,
expect the 14-linearly-programmed-songs model to fade. Crucially though, this does not
mean the death of the album as a creative construct, instead it means liberating it from the
CD blueprint that even digital albums (for no good reason) still adhere to. Think of the story
an artist could tell using photos, video, interviews, dialogue, animations, games, sketches to
wrap around the music.
• Curation will be worth the sizeable effort. You probably guessed by now that this content
curation will require significant work and effort. But the reward up for grabs here is no less
than saving premium music products. It is unreasonable to expect that prize to be won
simply by signing a few licensing deals. Music fans love music because it is the fruit of artist
creativity. The additional multimedia content that will differentiate D.I.S.C. products is also
the fruit of creativity and must be programmed and curated creatively. Anything less would
be short-changing music fans and would ultimately fail. The curation itself will be part of the
creative process. Labels, publishers, artists, managers and fans will need to come together to
create high quality curated content experiences that blend the best of editorial and crowd
sourcing to create truly unique experiences that are defined by their context.

The Importance of a Multi-Channel Retail Strategy
Almost as important as the product itself is the channel strategy for D.I.S.C. products. For
consumers to really ‘get’ the D.I.S.C. format they will need to see the products in familiar retail
contexts:
• Device bundles. D.I.S.C. products will depend upon devices to deliver their context and
vibrancy. Thus selling at point-of-sale with devices will be key, which of course means that
hardware manufacturers will be key partners – ideally these companies will also shoulder
much of the R&D burden in return for compelling commercial terms. A typical retail
experience would be a consumer buying a phone, tablet or laptop and asking at the till for it
to be bundled with an Adele, The Killers, a Ben Harper and a Fleet Foxes. Pricing would be
discounted by number of artists purchased and also by device price tiers. For example a 16GB
tablet would have no discounting but a 32GB option would include 2 artists, with the actual
price would be hidden in the retail price of the device. In another example, a smartphone
data plan could include 2 artists for the lifetime of the contract and the option to add
additional artists at a discounted rate at point of sale, and at any time during the contract.
• Physical retail. A genuine heir to the CD will need to woo digital hold outs as much as it will
digital converts. Thus D.I.S.C. products will need to additionally be sold in physical retail
contexts with a physical manifestation. This might be a USB stick with artist artwork and a
booklet, it might be a card with artist artwork. The details matter less than the principle: a
physical retail extension of D.I.S.C. products will be key to pulling digital hold outs into the
digital realm and safe guarding their long term music spend. After all, it won’t be long before
they get tired of that dusty old CD player in the living room. At which stage it doesn’t matter
how viable the CD format might be conceptually, it will simply have lost all
relevance to that consumer in their home.
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• Online stores. Of course D.I.S.C. products will primarily be digital products, so their primary
point of access will be online and they will need stocking by all key digital retailers. That
means the likes of Apple, Nokia, Google, HTC and Amazon will need to get over any
protectionist concerns they may have and sell D.I.S.C. products in their App stores and music
stores.

Lessons From the Past and Present
The Music Format Bill of Rights presents a radical innovation manifesto but it is deeply rooted in
recent history. It leans on best practice e.g. OpenEMI, Topspin, iTunes Pass, MXP4, Spotify Apps
Api, Facebook’s Content Dashboard, Pledge Music. It learns from disappointments e.g. iTunes
LP, SACD, SlotMusic, DRM. But most importantly the Music Format Bill of Rights seeks to
translate the dynamics of today’s music market into innovation opportunity:
• Half-baked efforts will deliver half-baked results. Innovating music products in the digital
age is no new thing, indeed the path is littered with flops and failures, perhaps most notably
iTunes Albums. The reason for their failures was that they were too conservative in
approach and too limited in remit. Adding a few photos and liner notes to a download does
not a compelling digital product make. What the music industry needs right now are
transformational innovations that will drive a step change in music consumption and
products. Tinkering around the edges will achieve naught. The boundaries of current
commercial terms, licensing practices and business relationships need pushing until they
collapse. The burden of restrictive industry practices act as an innovation handicap on
legitimate services while illegal ones have no such disadvantage. It is no one’s interest for
services like Grooveshark to have to go to market first and license second.
• Ignore the analogue majority at your peril. The majority of album buyers still shun
downloads. Music fans have relationships with artists, not services or record labels. This is
why people buy albums and tracks and is also why people will buy D.I.S.C. products. But
tapping this interest is a market necessity not an optional extra. Unless a new wave of
compelling artist specific digital products comes to market then there will be no mechanism
robust enough to migrate consumer CD album purchasing into the digital arena. However
strongly digital album sales might be growing, the rate is far too slow. Close to 80% of US
and UK album sales are still CDs and the majority of those are sold in the high street and
mall. The majority of album buyers still shun downloads. This is challenge D.I.S.C. products
must meet.
• Apps form the basis for customer relationships. The majority of commercial relationships
the music industry has with customers starts and stops with every purchase and is owned by
retailers of various shapes and guises. Apps create a unique opportunity for artists and
labels to forge iterative, engaging relationships with their fans as customers. D.I.S.C.
products will enable artists and labels to transition portions of their direct-to-fan
relationships from forums and social networks to monetized environments. In these new
environs the opportunities for upselling to merchandize, concerts and extra content via inproduct promotions, offers and competitions will not only be plentiful but will have a greater
hit-rate as the target will be paying fans of the artist. The best fans an artist can have!
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We Are In the Per-Person Age, Not the Per-Device Age
Finally, a point that is so important that it warrants its own mini-section: D.I.S.C. products must
work across multiple devices, not be limited to any single device. As we move towards more
cloud-enabled experiences in our digital lives we expect to be able to take more of our digital
lives with us across more of our connected devices in more places at more times. We each own
a growing number of connected devices and we expect to extend our digital experiences fully
across them. Rights owners might know why it is difficult to make a song appear on all of a
user’s devices when no such difficulty exists for Facebook, Google or Gmail, but consumers
don’t. Nor should they need to. In the analogue era consumers bought CDs and expected to be
able to play them in every CD player they ever had, period. Device connectivity should raise
expectations of ubiquity, not reduce them. D.I.S.C. products must play on every technicallysupported device that a user registers, period. 18

Next Steps
It is likely that many of the overarching principles of the Music Format Bill Rights resonate to some
degree with most people at most points in the value chain. It is equally likely that many of the
principles will also grate and irritate. Such is the reality of disruptive and transformational
innovation. But the proverbial omelette is not made by breaking eggs alone, in fact quite the
contrary. Truly effective innovation requires networks of innovation, it depends upon new
relationships and new ways of working together. D.I.S.C. products – or indeed any new,
transformational music product or format – will require changes to the ways different rights
holders work together; new balances of power between artists and labels; different roles for
technology companies.
Though each member of the music industry value chain19
can do their bit, but soiled innovation will
not deliver long term benefits. We are in the age of the API and music industry innovation must
heed its call, recognizing the benefits of networked innovation, of distributing effort effectively
and efficiently across an intricate mesh of interconnected partners. (EMI’s OpenEMI is of course
an early model of best practice in this respect – though one hopes for a much wider remit than it
currently has). Open Innovation requires trust, and it requires distributing benefits as well as
tasks. It also requires a keen understanding of what is best done, where and by who. Perhaps
most importantly it requires ceding control, establishing a new paradigm in artist-label-retailertechnology relationships. Democratizing the innovation process may be a daunting prospect and
clearly has risk, but it is far more palatable than the alternative which will otherwise fill the
vacuum: bloody, anarchic revolution.
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Conclusion
Let’s be clear, creating the D.I.S.C. music format will be a licensing nightmare. Pulling all of the
necessary rights together from all of the different parties involved would scare off some of even
the most battle-hardened digital executives. But that is part of exactly why it should happen. The
D.I.S.C. concept lays out the vision for the sort of product that meets the needs of today’s
consumers using today’s technology, not some ‘Minority Report’ technology fantasy. The crushing
complexity of pulling together the necessary content rights is symptomatic of the potentially fatal
cracks in the digital music rights landscape. Business partners across the value chain (labels,
publishers, artists, managers) need to pull together to hit upon opportunistic ways to make this
happen because:
• 360 Degree deals lay the foundation but have been underused. Major record labels felt they
scored a major advance with 360 Degree artist deals 19yet they haven’t realized their potential
yet. D.I.S.C. products are the vehicle for pulling these diverse assets and more together into a
cohesive curated whole. The guiding principle for licensing these products should be ‘what do
music fans want’ not ‘what do business affairs and legal want’. Of course the requirements and
concerns of these constituencies are key, but they should be the ‘dotting of the i’s and the
crossing of the t’s’ not the script itself.
• Music is no longer just about the song. The contemporary debate about whether independent
artist suffer in the Spotify model is emblematic of a bigger issue: artists cannot rely on their
songs alone to make a living anymore. As access-based models become more widely adopted,
more music will be listened to that generates less money for artists. This isn’t because
streaming services are inherently bad for artists, it is because they are isn’t because streaming
services are inherently bad for artists, it is because they are radio for the online arena and
artists don’t get paid anywhere near as much for radio play as they do CD sales. 20The problem
is that an on-demand stream – particularly a portable cached one - is pretty darn close to a likefor-like substitute for a download. The same was never true of a radio programme and a CD.
This has to change, and the change must come from ensuring that the alternative to the stream
is a much richer experience, not by cutting back the stream. Thus new music formats need to
leverage all of the rich additional content that artists create to build a rich, premium experience
that would make a mere stream or download pale in comparison. This is why rights owners
need to bang heads, ruffle feathers, bruise egos, upset legal, anger business affairs, whatever it
takes to make this happen.
• Artist specific music formats will be a death knell for the access vs ownership debate.
Music formats that leverage D.I.S.C. will put clear blue water between ownership based
products and access based services. Music fans will pay for unique curated experiences for
the artists they really love and will use streaming services for the rest. The CD / Radio
equilibrium will be reinvented for the digital marketplace. $/£/€ 10 spent on Spotify will be
an entirely distinct and complementary expenditure from $/£/€ 10 spent on a D.I.S.C.
product. And of course D.I.S.C. products marry the best of access and ownership in one
combined entity: consumers pay to own access to a unique content experience. Finally the
debate will be able move on to more meaningful topics. Because in the end, what matters is
whether music fans are enjoying music and that artists, rights owners and
commercial partners are getting fairly compensated. The rest is bunk.
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Notes
1. Figures refer to USA, Canada and Western Europe.
2. Grey market incorporates peer-to-peer, non-network file sharing, blue toothing, hard drive swapping,
lending CDs and all other manner of 1-to-1 sharing.

3. We’ll tactfully ignore for the moment the Mini Disc, the Super Audio CD and a few other almost-rans.
4. Diamond Multimedia’s RIO PMP300 MP3 player in 1998 gets note of recognition also for being the
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

pioneer of portable digital music, but it wasn’t the driving device force of the early digital music
revolution, the PC was.
When the labels did finally respond with commercial strategies they did so in a clumsy and controlling
manner, launching their own fully controlled and ill-fated services press play and MusicNet.
Although the rise of mobile phones as portable media players is becoming increasingly important, Apple
dominates the specialized player space with its iPod, iPad and iPhone ranges. The iTunes Music Store is a
direct extension of these devices, effectively monetized CRM. Not even Amazon has made the
download store exist on anything near close to Apple’s scale outside of the iTunes ecosystem. Rights
owner practices are also key. The fragmented rights landscape (especially collection societies) make
licensing an overly complex and resource intensive process, a situation complicated further by some
publishers withdrawing their rights from these agencies. Added to this, record labels typically require
large non-repayable advances for licenses and often an equity stake in the licensee company.
Consequently digital music is becoming a rich man’s game, and with investors increasingly unwilling to
finance these advances digital music is consolidating around the triple A of Amazon, Apple and Android,
of whom only the first is in the business for the purposes of selling music.
Or at least in the region they happen to inhabit.
The sharp eyed reader will have noted that the initials of these four sets of rights spell the word D.I.S.C.
The irony of the acronym for a digital product is entirely intentional.
Ever since Napster let the proverbial genie out of the bottle the music industry has been grappling with
the challenge of how to compete with free. A harsh but unavoidable consequence of the ubiquity of
free is that the digital music file itself has been terminally devalued as a paid-for commodity. In a contest
between a $0.99 single and $0.00 single, free always wins. The monopoly of supply upon which the
record labels built 20th century revenues is gone for good. Reining in the $0.00 tracks with piracy
counter measures is a palliative treatment, not a cure. The solution lies in creating new value around
that music file, freeing it from its current stasis and bringing it to life in the context of 21st century
digital experiences. See the Music Industry Blog report ‘Agile Music: Music Formats and Artist
Creativity In The Age of Media Mass Customization’ for more on this. Download the report for free
here: http://musicindustryblog.wordpress.com/free-reports/
Change is afoot in the Internet. Facebook’s new Socially Integrated Web strategy is set to make
Facebook one of the most important conduits on the web. Facebook is pushing itself further out into
content experiences in the outside web while simultaneously pulling more of them into Facebook itself.
The Timeline announcements at f8 saw Facebook establishing itself as a universal content dashboard – a
21st century cable company for the Internet - establishing its own content ecosystem to compete with
the likes of Apple and Amazon. While traditional ecosystems are defined by hardware and paid services,
Facebook’s is defined by data and user experience. See the Music Industry Blog report ‘The Socially
Integrated Web
Facebook’s Content Strategy and the Battle of the Ecosystems’ for more. Download the report for free
here: http://musicindustryblog.wordpress.com/free-reports/
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Notes
1. Figures refer to USA, Canada and Western Europe.
2. Grey market incorporates peer-to-peer, non-network file sharing, blue toothing, hard drive swapping,
lending CDs and all other manner of 1-to-1 sharing.

3. We’ll tactfully ignore for the moment the Mini Disc, the Super Audio CD and a few other almost-rans.
4. Diamond Multimedia’s RIO PMP300 MP3 player in 1998 gets note of recognition also for being the
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

pioneer of portable digital music, but it wasn’t the driving device force of the early digital music
revolution, the PC was.
When the labels did finally respond with commercial strategies they did so in a clumsy and controlling
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content experiences in the outside web while simultaneously pulling more of them into Facebook itself.
The Timeline announcements at f8 saw Facebook establishing itself as a universal content dashboard – a
21st century cable company for the Internet - establishing its own content ecosystem to compete with
the likes of Apple and Amazon. While traditional ecosystems are defined by hardware and paid services,
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11. The example of xBox is particularly illustrative. When Xbox took the decision to turn off access to ‘Live’

12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19
20.

to users who had illegally sourced copies of games on their devices there was a major outcry from those
users who perceived that a core element of the value of their gaming experience (i.e. the ability to play
in real time with others remotely) had been removed. ‘Live’ is an entirely ephemeral product feature
but is uniquely valuable to its users and inherently only available within the confines of the ecosystem.
The ecosystem defines the value.
For more on this see the Music Industry Blog posts ‘Ecosystems In the Age of the API’
http://musicindustryblog.wordpress.com/2011/12/05/ecosystems-in-the-age-of-the-api/ and ‘Spotify
Takes a Step Towards Making Music the API’
http://musicindustryblog.wordpress.com/2011/11/30/spotify-takes-a-step-towards-making-music-theapi/
In the analogue age content owners exercised a near-total monopoly of control of supply to consumer,
dictating when, where and how they bought content and how much they paid. The scarcity was defined
by the strict control of availability through approved channels. In the digital age content scarcity has
been shattered by a multiplicity of technologies such as CD ripping and peer-to-peer file sharing. Some
consumers still pay for content of course, but it is now out of choice rather than necessity. (Record
labels still exercise a monopoly of control of supply of licensed content to music services though).
The exact rate varies from territory to territory, with some markets in single digit percentages and the
US over 20%.
It is important to stress that it is only the monetary value of music which has been diminished in the
digital age. Music continues to hold strong emotional value for music fans.
Ok, Facebook and Twitter are probably going to take some persuading but if they are serious about
becoming key players in the music industry, they should be brining meaningful assets to the table.
High end products such as coffee-table gate folds, gargantuan box sets, vinyl editions of epic weight etc
will remain the very upper tier. But of course there is no reason why uber premium D.I.S.C. products
cannot also be marketed and also ones that contain a physical element.
Of course some common sense fair use policies will be needed, but the principle of a consumer being
able to play content on all of their personal devices must be adhered to.
These are the artist contracts which enable labels to participate in a wider array of artist income than
just recorded work, such as live, merchandise, branding etc.
In fact, proportionately artists get paid more per play for Spotify than they do for radio.

If you would like to receive a powerpoint version of the graphics used in this report please
email musicindustryblog@gmail.com
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Further Reading
MusicIndustryBlog will shortly publish a follow up report to the Music Format Bill of Rights
entitled the Media Format Bill of Rights. To reserve your copy email
musicindustryblog@gmail.com

Related Music Industry Blog Reports
The following MusicIndustryBlog related reports are available for free download at:
http://musicindustryblog.wordpress.com/free-reports/

Agile Music
Digital and social tools have already transformed the artist-fan
relationship, but even greater change is coming. In the anaologueera music was mass produced, releases cycles were static and
music product formats were a creative dead-end. Mash-ups,
engaged online fans and user generated content brought these
barriers tumbling down. The scene is set for the Mass
Customization of music, heralding in the era of Agile Music.
The driving force of Agile Music is Fan-Fuelled Creativity, with
many fans taking an increasingly active role in the creative
process. But it isn’t only crowd-sourced editorial, Fan-Fuelled
Creativity has implications right across the digital music value
chain, from the creative process, through distribution to music
product formats themselves.

The Socially Integrated Web
Change is afoot in the Internet. Facebook’s new Socially Integrated
Web strategy is set to make Facebook one of the most important
conduits on the web. Facebook is pushing itself further out into
content experiences in the outside web while simultaneously
pulling more of them into Facebook itself.
The Socially Integrated Web is the strategic architecture of
Facebook’s digital content strategy. It is a strategy that others’ are
following too but that Facebook is currently doing best. Facebook
has been quietly putting many of the building blocks of the Socially
Integrated Web into place over the last year or so, but the most
dramatic moves were announced at Facebook’s f8 conference in
September.
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